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I. INTRODUCTION
The mineral greenalite occurs in the Biwabik iron formation
of Minnesota. It is an iron silicate and possessesa granular structure akin to that of the cherty iron formations which make up
the greater part of the Biwabik. Both composition and structure
have suggested that greenalite is a primary mineral from which
many of the cherty iron formations or jaspilites were formed. These
in turn, by leaching of the silica, have yielded the rich iron deposits of Minnesota.
In the present work it has been found possible to examine in
detail only the typical greenalite rock from the Mesabi range containing the original greenalite mineral. The experimental work involved a study of the microscopic, physical, and chemical properties of the type material and also of the important associated
minerals. The results tend to confirm Leith'sl view that greenalite
is a definite mineral, distinct from other known mineral species.
* Published by permission of the National Research Council of Canada.
t Leith, C. K., The Mesabi Iron-bearing District of Minnesota: Monograph
43, U. S. Geol,.Survey, p. 115, 1903.
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Suuuanv ol PnopBnuES oF GnBBr.Ter-rrB
Greenalite is a pure hydrous ferrous silicate occurring as small
greenish rounded granules having a specific gravity of 3.0. It is
isotropic and probably amorphous, and is associated with very
similar material (herein called metagreenalite) slightly mottled in
appearance, occurring as a felt of fine anisotropic green needles.
The isotropic mineral has an index of refraction of about 1.675
and a fairly high dispersion. It is moderately magnetic and on
heating loses water readily, becoming opaque black and strongly
magnetic. Three types of alteration were observed; one to iron
oxides on the surface of the specimen,due to ordinary weathering;
the second to metagreenalite, apparently through incipient crystallization; and the third to a light colored fibrous mineral by the
agency of magnesian waters. This fibrous mineral (herein called
mineral X) occurs in the rock to the extent of about 40/6 and is a
hydrous metasilicate of ferrous iron, magnesium, and ferric iron.
It possessesproperties which indicate that it is a new or little
known species,and will be reported on in a later paper.
OccunnBncn AND DrsrRrBUTroN or GnpnNautB
Greenalite occurs as a primary mineral in some of the iron
ranges of the Lake Superior region. Tbis district still remains the
only one in which the mineral has been positively identified, although other occurrences of greenalite-like material2 have been
described.
The Biwabik iron-bearing formation of the Mesabi range, in
which the mineral greenalite is most extensively developed, is the
largest of the Lake Superior iron formations. Its original extent is
believed by Gruner3 to have been from 5,000 to 10,000 square
miles in area with an average thickness of 330 feet. This tremendous volume of rock consistedlargely of chert. The next most
abundant constituents were the iron minerals-greenalite, siderite,
and iron oxides. Geologists who have studied the Mesabi range
are not entirely in accord with regard to the relative amounts of
each of these iron minerals in the original rock. An earlier theory
held that greenalitewas the only one of importance.More recently,
emphasis has been placed on the other iron minerals.
2Moore, E. S., The Iron Formation on Belcher Islands, Hudson Bay, etc.:
I o w . G e o l, v o l 2 6 , p . 4 1 5 , 1 9 1 8 .
3 Gruner,
J. W., Origin of Sedimentary Iron Formations: Econ. Geol., vol. 17,
p. 412, 1922.
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At present greenalite is found only in the least altered portions
of the Biwabik formation, and as these contain no iron ores they
have received little geological examination. The mineral is characteristically associated with slate layers which apparently have
acted as protective coatings.Dr. F. F. Grout* statesthat it is now
almost impossible to obtain good samples in place as the pits
from which samples were taken some years ago' near Biwabik,
Minnesota, are largely filled in.
Suuuanv ol Lrrnnerunn
The composition and properties of greenalite have been studied
by Spurra and Leith.s The former, though identifying the mineral
as glauconite, was the first to point it out as a source mineral for
the other iron-bearing rocks of the Mesabi. Leith showed later
that the mineral approaches a pure hydrous ferrous silicate in
composition unlike any known species, and suggested the name
"greenalite." In both of these studies, neither the composition
nor the properties of the mineral were determined exactly due to
the difficulties of separating pure greenalite. Such values as were
obtained differ somewhat from those arrived at in this investigation.
The origin of greenalite was studied experimentally by Leith.6
He found that alkaline silicates and ferrous salts react to produce
a precipitate similar to greenalite in composition and in globular
habit. He concluded that natural greenalite might be formed by
similar reagents resulting from the action of sea-water on hot
submarinebasalts.Other conjecturesas to the origin of greenalite
are: (1) that greenalite represents clastic fragments of a volcanic
glass,proposedby N. H. Winchell;z (2) that greenalite is an organic
precipitate, proposedby Spurr;8 and (3) that greenaliteis a precipitate, deposited from solutions deriving their iron from normal
* Personal Communication to
J. E. Hawley.
a Spurr,
J. E., The Iron-bearing Rocks of the Mesabi Range: BnII'' Geol' Nat'
Hist Surztey, Minnesoto, X, 1894.
5 Leith, C. K., op. cit. (Monograph 43), pp. 102-116, 1903.
6 Leith, C. K (Van Hise, C. R , and), The Geology of the Lake Superior Region:
U. S. Geol Survey,Monograph 52, pp.521-529,1911.
? Winchell, N. H., Geol.Nat. Ilist. Surttey,Minnesota, vol. V' 1900'
Sketch of the Iron Ores of Minnesota: Am. Geol., vol. XXIX' p. 160, 1902'
Saponite, Thalite, Greenalite, Greenstone: BuIl. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 23' p'
330,1912.
8 Spurr,
J.8., o!.cit.,p.242.
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weathering with or without organic materials assisting in the
solution and precipitation of iron, and in the diagenetic reduction
of ferric compounds, proposed by Leithe (but later abandoned by
him), and followed by Moore,lo Gruner,ll and Gill.12
Acxwowr,BrcMENTS
This investigation was carried out at Queen'sUniversity, Ontario,
with the aid of a studentship from the National Research Council
of Canada, on specimensobtained through the courtesy of Dr. C.
K. Leith from the Geological Museum of the University of Wisconsin. Drs. J. E. Hawley, and E. L. Bruce of Queen'sUniversity
supervised the work and the writer is greatly indebted to them
for suggestionsand criticism. For the spectrographic examination
of greenalite rock he is indebted to G. A. Harcourt. To members
of the Geology Department of Princeton University thanks are
due for helpful advice.
II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The experimental work consistedof a study of the habit, properties, and associations of the mineral greenalite in a specimen of
greenalite rock from the Mesabi iron range (from the eastern
outskirts of the town of Biwabik, Minnesota, Sec. 2, T. 58 N, R.
16 W). This may be considereda type locality.
A general microscopic examination of greenalite rock served to
indicate the minerals present, their modes of occurrence,and some
of their optic properties. A complete chemical analysis of the rock
was supplemented by a spectrographic examination, the latter
indicating the presenceor absenceof various minor oxides.
The microscopic examination showed that so many finely divided
inclusions of other minerals are contained in the greenalite that
its separation for chemical analysis is impossible. Hence its composition was determined indirectly, but by a somewhat more accurate
method than any used previously.
eLeith,C. K., op.ci,t.(Monograph
43),p. 255,1903.
The Genesis of the Lake Superior Iron Ores: Econ. Geol., vol. [, p. 47,1905.
10Moore, E. S., The fron Formation on Belcher Islands,
Hudson Bay, etc.:
Jour. GeoI.,vol. 26, 435, 1918.
11Gruner,
J. W., The Origin of Sedimentary Iron Formations; the Biwabik
Formation of the Mesabi Range; Econ. Geol., vol. 17, p. 459, 1922.
Contributions to the Geology of the Mesabi Range: Bull. Minn. Geol. Surt.,
vol. 19, p.63,1924.
1' Gill,
J. E., Origin of the Gunflint lron-bearing Formation: Econ. Geol,.,vol.

22,pp.726,727,1927.
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Mrcnoscoprc SruDy
The most characteristic and conspicuous feature of Mesabi
greenalite rock under the microscope is the presenceof numerous
small rounded granules which make up over 70/s ol the rock volume. Some of these are homogeneous-composed entirely of either
green isotropic material, mottled green anisotropic material, or
a colourless to pale yellow fibrous mineral aggregate; whereas
others consist of various combinations of these. The materials
present in minor quantities are iron oxides and quartz. In the
specimensexamined all the various types of granules seem to have
been derived from granules composed originally of pure green isotropic material. Steps in this alteration are illustrated in figures
I and 2.
The matrix surrounding the granules is composedof quartz and
a fibrous mineral. The latter is somewhat lighter in colour than
the fibrous aggregatesnoted above as occurring in altered granules.
On close inspection the deeper colour of the fibrous mineral in the
granules is seen to be due to brown iron oxides and remnants of
unchanged green material. The qvartz of the matrix is rather
finely crystalline though in places it shows evidences of later recrystallization into larger units. Where the matrix is predominantly
qtrartz the granules are composed mainly of green isotropic and
anisotropic material. Where the fibrous mineral predominates in
the matrix, the granules are largely altered to the same fibrous
mineral. This is illustrated in the following micrometric analyses
giving areal percentages:
Tesln 1
Minerals in granules
Isotropic
green material

Anisotropic
green material

28.47o
2.1
6.0
0.0

21.r%
2 7. 3

1.
z.

3.

46.2
.).t . I

Minerals in matrix

Fibrous
mineral

e.e%
36.6
12.7
25.2

Fibrous
mineral
15.77o
30.6
14.7
1 9 .5

Qtartz

24.97o
20.4
2.2

Analyses 3 and 4 illustrate further that the nature of the matrix
bears no relation to the amount of isotropic green material altered
to mottled anisotropic green aggregates.
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Besidesthe above minerals or aggregatespresent in the granules
and matrix, there are numerous small veinlets carrying quartz
with minor amounts of carbonates and iron oxides. These veinlets cut both the granules and matrix except where the latter is
composed of more coarsely crystalline quartz. The latter appears
to have been derived from an originally finely-crystalline quartz
or chert matrix by later recrystallization.
These various minerals and aggregates making up the bulk of
the greenalite rock are:
1. Isornoprc GnrBN Mernnrer.. This consistsof an apparently
homogenous mineral, transparent to translucent in thin section,

Frc. 1. X31 (1 nicol)

Frc. 2. X26 (crossednicols)

Greenalite and metagreenalite granules (black) in various stages of alteration
to mineral X (grey, mottled by iron oxides and remnants of greenalite). The matrix
is quartz and mineral X.

and yellow-green to blue-green in colour. It is completely isotropic
under crossed nicols, and possessesa refractive index of about
1.675.In some casessuch material showsa network of small cracks
similar to shrinkage cracks formed in gels, and the absenceof any
definite orientation to theseindicates that true cleavageis wanting.
This material would seemto be identical with that to which Leithls
originally gave the name "greenalite," a name retained in this
paper for only the pure isotropic green material.
1 3L e i t h , C . K . , o p . c j l . ( M o n o g r a p h 4 3 ) , p . 1 0 1 .
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2. Morrlpr
ANrsornoprc GnnBN M,rrnnrar-. Granules composed of this material appear exactly similar to the isotropic greenalite granules except that small, nearly opaque, dark green, indefinitely bounded spots are scattered through parts of them.
Under crossed nicols minute pin-points of light are seen which
under the highest magnification are resolved into extremely fine;
needlesshowing sensibly parallel extinction. Leithl4 describesvery
similar granules as follows: "Here and there incipient alteration to
chert, griinerite, cummingtonite, or actinolite, scarcely discernible
in ordinary light, give low polarization colors in minute spots and
make the term aggregate polarization applicable." In the present
investigation it was not found possible to obtain sufficient data on
these fine aggregatesto determine definitely the mineral present.
Such aggregateshave a slightly lower mean index of refraction than
the pure isotropic greenalite, while the mean index for the semiopaque spots is somewhat higher. AII gradations between pure
isotropic granules and mottled anisotropic granules were observed.
The amorphous character of the former as contrasted with the
microcrystalline character of the latter, suggeststhat the greenalite is the primary mineral; the other an alteration product. There
is no indication of any marked changein volume, any alteration of
matrix, or any subtraction or addition of material taking place
during tbis alteration. In other words, the evidenceindicates that
the amorphous greenalite, through incipient crystallization, has
formed the anisotropic green aggregates.Because of this possible
relationship and the general similarity in appearanceand structure
to greenalite, it is suggestedthat the mineral (or minerals) making
up these mottled green anisotropic aggregates be called "metagreenalite" until further data are obtained.
3. Lrcnr-coLoREDFrenous MrNBner. (MrNnnal X). This mineral occurs in both granules and matrix. Its distribution in these is
characteristicl where granules are largely altered to the fibrous
mineral, the surrounding matrix is composedof the same material;
and where it is not present in the granules, it is similarly lacking in
the immediately surrounding matrix. This associationis illustrated
in figures I and 2, and in table 1. The fibrous mineral definitely
replacesgreenalite and probably was formed at the expenseof both
it and the qvartz of the matrix. It showsparallel extinction, a small
optic angle (normal to the most perfect cleavage), and a fairly
la Leith, C.K., op. cll. (Monograph 43), p. 102.
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high birefringence(Iy'n-ly'e:1.615- 1.580:0.035). It has positive
elongation and is very slightly pleochroic (Z and lz: pale blue
green, X:colorless to pale yellow). In its mode of development,
as seen under crossednicols, it resemblesthe formation of sericite
in feldspathic rocks. It would appear that this mineral is the same
as that assumedto be an amphibole byN. H. Winchellls and Leith.16
More recently Richarzl7has suggestedthat it be called "crvstal-

t.690

t.685

t.680

N
t.675

t.670

t . 66 5

s00

J)U

600

6s0

700

X
Frc. 3. Dispersion
of Greenalite
lized greenalite." However, the analyses made during this investigation indicate a marked difference between the composition of
greenalite and that of the fibrous mineral, and indicate that the
latter is a new or little known species.*In this paper it will be called
mineral X.
r5 Winchell, N.H., Geotrogy
oJ Minnesola, vol. V, pp. 927-929,l9{l0.
ro Leith, C. K., op. clt. (Monograph 43), p. 107.
17Richarz, S., Griinerite Rocks of the Lake Superior Region and Their Origin:
J our. Geol.,vol. 35, pp. 690-708, 1927.
+ Further study of this mineral is being
carried on, the results to be published
shortly.
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4. Quanrz. This mineral occurs chiefly as a fine mosaic in the
matrix surrounding granules of greenalite and metagreenalite. It is
usually absent where these granules show much alteration to
mineral X. It occurs also, though in very minor amounts, as irregular patches in some of the granules and in veinlets along with
carbonates and iron oxides.
5. InoN OxroBs. Small particles of black and brown iron oxides
occur scattered through the altered granules and matrix of the
greenalite rock. By far the major concentration of these minerals
occurs around the outside of the specimenswhere the latter have
obviously undergone weathering.
The above five constituents-greenalite, metagreenalite, mineral X, quartz, and iron oxides-make up more than99/p of the
greenalite rock. The relative amounts of these were determined by
means of a series of micrometric analyses using a grid eyepiece.
These analyseswere made on six thin sections cut at various orientations from the samegreenalite rock specimen as was used for the
chemical analysis. The results are shown in table 2, the average
representing closely the mineral composition (by volume) of the
greenaliterock.
'll.rl-a

2
Matrix

Granules

Greenalite
(isotropic)

1.
z.

3.
+.
5.
o.

5.26
191
.5
13.27
1 70
.5
7. 5 2
14.11

Av. 12.7270

Metagreenalite
(anisotropic)

Mineral X

33.+9
26.70

36.68
21 63
2s.62

36.05
41.55
28.82

lo . /.1

24.93
22.36

34.03%

24.3370

Mineral X

Fe oxides

4.10

r.27
0 .8 4
0.37
1 00
| . r.)

1.62
8 .6 5
6 .5 5
9.00
1.65
11.00

1 88
.5
22.60
1 81
.5
20.80
23.35
22.58

6.4170

Spncruc Gnavrrv
Due to the difficulty of separatingpure greenalite from its alteration products and other associated minerals, both Spurrl8 and
Leithle used indirect methods to obtain its specific gravity. The
lESpurr,1.E.,oP.cit.p. 238.
1 eL e i t h C . K . , o p . c l l . ( M o n o g r a p h 4 3 ) , p 1 0 8 .
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values arrived at from their calculationswere 2.8 and 2.75,respectively.
In this investigation it was found possibleto separatea few grains
of nearly pure greenalite. These were freed from air bubbles and
suspendedin Thoulet solutions of different densities. The specific
gravities of thesegrains were {ound to vary between 2.85and 3.15,
the majority lying closeto the mean value of 3.00.
Cnpurcar, Conrposrnor
On account of the difficulty of separating a sufficient amount of
pure greenalite for a chemical analysis, its composition has always
been determined indirectly. It has been suggestedthat it bas the
composition of glauconite,2O
a distinct species,2l
a garnet,22and a
chlorite.B
In the presentstudy an indirect method was again used but it is
believed the result arrived at representsthe composition of greenalite almost as closely as if obtained by a direct chemical analysis.
The method is as follows:
1. The compositionof each mineral in the rock with theexception of greenalite and metagreenalite is obtained.
2. The percentage of each of these minerals in the rock is determined by means of micrometric analyses.
3. From I and 2 the total compositionof all the mineralspresent
in the rock with the exceptionof greenaliteand metagreenalite is calculated.
4. The values for the different oxides obtained in 3 are subtracted from the total oxide percentagesappearing in the
chemical analysis of the rock, the remainder giving the sum
composition of greenalite and metagreenalite.
The microscopic examination indicated that metagreenalite is
crystallized greenalite and both probably have the same composition, hence the value obtained in 4 will represent the composition
of pure greenalite.
The weight-percentagesof the minerals present in the greenalite
rock are obtained from the micrometric analyses (table 2) by
multiplying the volume percentage of each mineral by its specific
20Spurr,I . 8., op.cit.,p. 235.
2rLeith, C. K., op. cat.(Monographa3), p. 115.
2 Clarke,F. W., Data of Geochemistry,
Bull. 770, U. S. Geol,.
Surwy, p.584,
1924.
23Lindgren, W., M inerol,Deposi.ts,p. 269,1933.
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gravity and recalculating to 10070. The results are shown in table
Taar,n3
Specific
gravity

Volume
per cent
Greenalite
Metagreenalite
Iron oxides

12.727o
34.03
1.4.)

6+1
45.39

Quartz
Mineral X

38.2
t02.1
7.5
1 7. 0
1298

3.00
5.20
2.65
2.86

s4.6
2.6
J.

'

44.2

Tesln 4
Mineral

/s 1n rock

Iron oxides
2.6

/6 in minera.l
/6 in mineral x
/s ol mineral
/6inmineral

Q:uartz

Mineral X

5.7

44.2

100.0

48.7

.)./

21.5

8 1. 6

11.6

2.1

5.1

184
.

23.1

FezOa

/a in mineral x
/e oI mineral
/6inmineral
FeO
/e in mineral x
/6 of mineral

0.5

t0.2

/6 inmineral

9.9

/6 in mineral x
/s oI minerul

4.4

Totals
52.5

2 7. 2

7.2

r0.7

Mgo

/6inrninetal
HrO
/p in mineral x
/6olminetal

4.4

6.7

3.0

3.0
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Of the constituents in table 3, the compositions of the last
three were obtainable directly. The iron oxides are assumedto consist of equal amounts of hematite and magnetite. This is in accord
with such experimental observations as were made, and even if this
assumption were entirely incorrect the results would be onlv verv
slightly different due to the small percentageof this materiaiin the
rock. The composition of mineral X was determined directlv bv
analyzing a small amount of the purified material. rhis gave thl
following result (after correcting for impurities and recatulating
to r00/):
sio2
48.7%
FezOs
FeO

Meo

rl.o
23.1
9.9

HzO

From the above data the amounts of the various oxiclesincluded
in all the minerals excepting greenalite (and metagreenalite) in 100
grams of greenaliterock can be calculated;-as in table 4.
The total composition of the greenalite rock was obtained by
meansof a chemical analysis checkedby a spectrographicexamina_
tion:
SiOz
("soluble": 29.90)
("insoluble": 19.53)
TiOr
AlzOr
FezO:
FeO
MnO
Mgo
CaO
NazO
KzO
PrOu
HzO* (above 110')
HzO- (below110")
COz

cl, s,so3

49.43%

none
none
8. 16

3 0 .5 2
0.17
4.77
0.18
none
none
none
6.24
0 .5 1
0.43
trace
100.41
Specific Gravrty:).31

The spectrographic examination confirmed. the above analysis in
every respect. The relatively small amounts of CaO and MnO.
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and the absence of TiOz, AlzOs, NasO, KrO, PzO.l, CrsOa, V2Or,
NiO, CoO, BaO, SrO, BzOa,SnO, PbO, and AgzO were indicated'
The sum composition of greenalite and metagreenalite is obtained by subtracting the values in the last column of table 4
(representing the amounts of the various oxides in all the minerals
except greenalite and metagreenalite) from the total amounts of
theseoxidesappearing in the rock analysis. The results recalculated
to 100{.s represent the chemical composition of greenalite and
metagreenalite. This is shown in table 5.
Tesrl 5

/6 rn rock

Sio:
Fe:Os
FeO
MnO

+9.4
8.2
3 0 .5

2 7. 2
7.2
t0.7

f|')

CaO
IlzO*
COz

4.8
o.2
6.2
0.4

Total

99.94

Mgo

in iron oxidesl /6 in greenalite
quartz and I and rnetagreenalite
mineralX

4.4
3.0

22.2
1.0
19.8
0.2
0.4
0.2
.).2

0.4
<,, <o7-

47.4%

Calculated
to 100/s

4 6 .8
2.1
+1. I

0.4
0.9
0.4
6.8
0.9
100.07o

* Neglecting H rO - (0.5%), and fi gures in second decirral place'

From the above table it is seen that greenalite and metagreenalite (with various amounts of other minerals too finely divided to
appear in the micrometric analyses) compose 47 '4Vo of the rock'
Oier 91/eof the total composition of all these materials is made up
of SiOz, FeO, and HzO. The oxides in the remaining 4'7/s (FezOr,
NIgO, CO2, CaO, and MnO) probably belong to the finely divided
mineral impurities present. Thus, greenalite and metagreenalite
appear to be pure hydrous ferrous silicates'
The microscopic examination of thin sections of greenalite rock
suggestsstrongly that the amorphous greenalite altered to metagreenalite by iimple crystallization without the addition or subtraction of any material. On this assumption, the total composition
of the two minerals should represent the composition of the original
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pure greenalite. The molecular ratios of the oxides in greenalite on
this basisare calculatedas follows:
Tastn 6. Mor,rcuran Rnrros rw GnguNA.r,rro
Divided by molecular weight

sio,
FeO
HzO

46.8%
4r.7
6.8

Molecular
ratros

0.779
0.582
o.376

4.02
3. 0 0
r.94

es.3%
The close approximation of these molecul,rr ratios to simple
whole numbers lends further support to the assumption staied
above and suggests the lollowing formula and composition for
greenalite:
SiOz: 48.8
2HzO.3FeO.4SiO2orH2Fe3(SiOe)r.HrO

FeO :
HzO:

43.9
7.3

t00.07o
Ilowever, despite the weight of evidence justilying the assumption that greenalite and metagreenalitehave the same composition,
it is possible to state definitely only that greenalite is a hydrous
ferrous silicate near 2HzO.3FeO.4SiO2.
III. DISCUSSION
OF RESULTS
The foregoing experimental work has established certain new
data regarding the composition, properties, association,and alteration of the mineral greenalite. These are discussedbelow as well as
their bearing upon two major problems connected with greenalite:
(1) origin of greenalite;and (2) the origin of the Mesabi iron ores.
The results obtained in this investigation support Leith,s2a
original contention that greenalite is a definite mineral species
distinct from other iron silicates and thus worthy of a mineral
name. The accurate determination of refractive index in a number
of granules of greenalite has shown that this is a fairly definite
quantity. Furthermore, its composition as obtained in this inves2aLeith, C.K., op. cit., (Monograph43),
p. 115, 1903.
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tigation is that of a hydrous {errous silicate probably possessinga
definite formula (2H2O.3FeO'4SiOr).
On the other hand, the habit of greenalite, its association, and
its amorphous character (as shown by isotropism and the absence
of all characters indicative of a regular internal arrangement-

OnrcrN or GnnnNar'trn'
The origin of greenalite has been the subject of considerable
speculation and experimental study.25In Lhe present investigation
no further experiments on the synthesis of the mineral were performed but the more accurate determination of the composition of
greenalite justifies a brief consideration of theories of ils formation'
ihe theories consideredhere are the two most generally followed:
1. Greenalite is a precipitate deposited from solutions deriving
their iron from normal weathering, with or without organic
materials assisting in the solution and deposition of iron and
in the diagenetic reduction of ferric compounds'
2. Greenalite is a chemical precipitate formed from waters which
have received their iron and silica largely by direct contribution from a magma or by the interaction of sea water and hot
submarine lavas.

25Leith,C.K., op.c/1.,(Monograph
52),pp. 518-529'
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amounts of obvious impurities and alteration products. This
strongly suggests that the greenalite represents an original pre_
cipitate whose characteristic forms were assumed durin! the pre_
cipitation and were not the results of later diagenetic u.1io.t. f]h.
amorphous character of greenalite and its association with metacolloidal chert indicate that it is a gel mineral. All the greenalite
forms observedin the present study could have been produced by
purely physical means (surface tension, etc.) if the precipitate
were of this gel nature. This is not purely hypothetical since in
Leith's26 synthesis of greenalite such simple granule forms were
produced, and even the more complex ,,tail,, structures can be
developed by physical (osmotic) processes.2z
Thus, from the tex_
tural standpoint, the present investigation supports Leith's thesis
that greenalite was precipitated as such in a gel form which phys_
ical forces modified during precipitation into the various ,hup",
assumedby the granules.
With regard to composition, the present study has shown that
greenalite is a pure hydrous ferrous silicate. rn any theory of origin
it is necessaryto account not only for the source of the iron (and
silica), but also for its occurrencein the ferrous state. The experimental work of Gruner2sand Moore and Maynard2e has shown
that although large amounts of iron (and silica) may be brought to
the sea through normal weathering aided by abundant vegetation,
this ircn will all be in the ferric state (ferric hydrosol). consequently, if weathering processeshave been the source of the iron in
greenalite, reduction must have occurred on a tremendous scale
between the time the ferric hydrosol was brought to the sea by
surface waters and the time of its precipitation as afenous silicate.
The suggestionof Van Hise that the iron was precipitated as a ferric
compound, buried with organic matter, reduced, and still later
combined with the silica present, is not borne out by the micro_
scopic examination of greenalite rock. Everything-the granule
texture, the absenceof any indication of the tremendous shrinkage
the above processwould necessitate,the common occurrenceat the
s Leith,C.K., op.clt.,(Monograph
52),p. 525.

27Hawley,
J. E., An Evaluation of tre Evidence of Life inthe Archean: Jour.
Geol., vol. 34, p. 354, 1926.
28Gruner,
J. W., The Origin of Sedimentary Iron Formations: Econ. Geol., vol.
17, pp. 4074ffi, 1922.
2eMoore, E. S., and Maynard,
J. E., The Solution, Transportation, and Deposi_
tion of Iron and Silica: Econ. Geol., voL 24, pp. 212-303; 365-402; 506-527; lg2g.
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present time of ferric hydroxides in bogs with organic matter but
showing no evidence of reduction, the low carbon and phosphorus
content of the greenalite rock (evidenceof little organic material)seemsto indicate that the greenalite was precipitated as such and
that diagenetic processesdid not assist in its formation. Another
possibility is that reduction of the ferric hydrosols took place in
the sea before or during the precipitation of greenalite. Such a
processmight occur through the agency of iron-secreting organisms
capable of reducing iron during their life processes.This is, however, entirely hypothetical and is opposed by the general scarcity
in the greenalite rock of those elements regarded as indicative of
organic agencies-uncombined carbon, and phosphorus. One
further possibility has been suggestedwhich has a bearing on this
question-that the pre-Cambrian atmosphere was deficient or
lacking in oxygen.3oIn this case surface waters could carry and
contribute to the sea ferrous salts. From such ferrous solutions,
alkaline silicate solutions (likewise of weathering origin) would
readily precipitate greenalite. However, the existenceof an anerobic atmosphere in late pre-Cambrian times is hypothetical and
has been questioned.slFurthermore, Gruner32has shown the possibility of an extensive land flora at this time, in which case there
would be appreciable amounts of oxygen in the atmosphere-sufficient, at least, to prevent the transportation of ferrous iron in
surface waters.
On the other hand, recent work by Fenner33has indicated a
concentration of iron (including ferrous iron) in liquids given off
by basic magmas. Furthermore, Leith34 has shown that alkaline
silicate solutions are produced by the reaction of a hot igneousrock
with water, and that such solutions combine readily with ferrous
salts to form a hydrous ferrous silicate similar in appearance and
properties to greenalite, and, like it, possessinga slight excessof
silica over the metasilicate ratio.
30Macgregor, A. M., The Problem of the pre-Cambrian Atmosphere: Soulh
African J ournol of S cience, vol. 24, pp. 155-172, 1927.
3r
Quirke, T. T., Discussion on "Origin of Sedimentary Iron Ores": Econ. Geol.,
vol. 20, pp. 7 70-7 71, 1925.
s2Gruner,
J. W., The Origin of Sedimentary Iron Formations: Econ' GeoI.,
vol. 17, p.459,7922.
33Fenner, C. N., The Crystallization of Basalts: Am. Jour. Sci. (5), vol' 18'
p.245,1929.
3aLeith, C K., op. cll., (Monograph 52), p. 525.
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Thus, in summary, most geologists are agreed that the com_
pounds depositedin important amounts in the original Biwabik
formation were chert, ferrous silicate, ferrous carbonate, and iron
oxides. of these materials onry chert and the fe*ic oxides could
have been deposited from solutions derived from surface weathering. Ferrous carbonate also could have been formed from such
solutions provided that an abundance of organic matter was associatedwith it (cf. the occurrenceof siderite in coal seams).on
the other hand, without enlisting the aid of organic matter, it is
possible for all these materials-chert, ferrous compounds, and
iron oxides-to have been precipitated from sea waters which had
received direct ccntributions from an igneous source.consequently
when this consideration is joined with the evidence afforded by the
greenalite textures, it strongly favors a direct igneous source for
the iron in the greenalite and opposes an origin dependent on
weathering processes.
AlrpnerroN

ol GnpBwar,rrn

The alteration processesby which iron ores were {ormed from
the original Mesabi rocks have been the subject of recent controversy. The classical theory (developed by Spurr,3bVan Hise and
Leith36 holds that these ores were formed by the leaching and
oxidizing action of cold surface or near-surfacewaters on the source
minerals (chert, greenalite,siderite,and iron oxides).A later view,
advanced by Gruner,3?is that hot waters of igneous origin have
been more effective in this alteration.
The present investigation throws little light on this question.
Two types of alteration were observed taking place within the
greenalite rcck:
(1) alteration of greenalite to metagreenalite.
(2) alteration of greenalite to mineral X.
Of these, the first has already been discussed,the conclusionhaving
been reached that the change represents simple crystallization
involving possibly a slight segregation or redistribution of certain
constituents of the mineral.
s Spurr,J.E.,of. cit.,p. 253.
s VanHise,C. R andLeith,C. K., op.cit.,pp.529-546.
,

37Gruner,
J. W., Hydrothermal Oxidation and Leaching Experiments; Their
Bearing on the Origin of Lake Superior Hematite-Limonite
Ores: Econ. Geol.,
vol. 25, pp. 697-7 19;837-867, 1930.
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The chemical changesinvorved in the arteration of greenalite
to
mineral X are shown in table 7 together with their comparison
in a straight-line diagram.
rn this alteration (rerative to total iron) ferrous oxide has
been
lost, silica and water increased slightly, ferric oxide has
been de_

and ferric oxides.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions drawn from the results of this investigation
may be summarizedas follows:
The typical greenalite from the Mesabi iron range is a
hydrous
ferrous silicate possessingthe following properties:
Habit: in rounded granules usually between 0.1 and 1mm.
in
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Optically isotropic.
Indices of refractiont

lVr
1.686
| 0.001
F-C:0.016.
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No
1 . 6 74
+ 0.001

A1<

I{c

r.670
+ 0.002

Dispersion:
Moderately magnetic.
On heating loses water readily, becomes opaque black in color
and strongly magnetic.
The above results rest wholly on the basis of experimental observation. Consequently they are kept separatefrom the following
conclusionswhich depend on one or two minor assumptions' Thus,
it is highly probable:
1. That greenalite is a definite mineral varying only slightly in
.o-po.itio., and properties because of its probable colloidal
.

origin.
2. That its composition is most closely represented by the forg to 48'8/6 SiO2,439Vo
mul a 2HrO'3FeO.4 SiO2,correspondin
FeO, and 7.37aHrO.
3. That its alteration proceedsas follows:
(A) To iron oxides and hydroxides by the oxidizing and
and leaching action of surface waters'
(B) To an aggregateof minute green crystals associatedwith
small opaqu-egreen masses(herein called metagreenalite)
by simPle crYstallization'
(C) To a light-coiored fibrous mineral (herein called mineral
X) through the agency of magnesium-bearingwaters not
of surfaceorigin'
(D) To an intergrowth of magnetite and amphiboles in the
vicinity of heated igneous bodies'
4. That its habit and properties show it to be of colloidal origin'
5. That it was deposited as a chemical precipitate from waters
which received their iron and silica directly from igneous
sources.
processes
6. That it owes its granule form to purely physical
semi-fluid
(surface tension, Jsmotic pressure) acting on the
gel precipitate.
7. That the above conclusionsapply to all greenalite throughout
the Mesabi range'

